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The Rivals

Waves GTR3 software edition 
($380) also aims to offer 
quality over quantity – the 
makers say it is the best 
sounding virtual guitar amp 
and effects software in the 
world. IK Multimedia 

AmpliTube 2 (£264) offers a 
huge range of sounds as does 
Native Instruments Guitar 

Rig 3 Software Edition (£219) 
and its Guitar Combos 
(downloadable for 89 Euros) 
offers basic Marshall, Fender 
and AC30 models. At 149 
Euros, Alien Connections 

ReValver II software provides 
amp sims with intricate editing 
possibilities. If you are a Pro 
Tools user you may be 
interested in Digidesign 

Eleven LE (£258), its new 
amp-emulation plug-in.

The Bottom Line

We like: Extreme ease of use, 
high-quality authentic amp 
emulations, authentic- 
sounding mic positioning
We dislike: No reverb for 
Fender model
Guitarist says: Quality, easy to 
use plug-in software versions 
of three studio staples 

T
here is no shortage of 
computer-based amp 
simulation available these 

days, the general approach of most 
manufacturers being to provide a 
large number of modelled amps, 
cabinets and effects with endless 
tweaking options. Swedish 
company Softube has tackled it 
differently, emphasising ease of 
use with a small number of high 
quality sounds.

Vintage Amp Room’s approach 
is to put one of each of the classic 
triumvirate of Fender, Marshall 
and Vox in a single virtual space 
where you can choose any one 
amp and have access to its control 
panel, plus a number of virtual 
mic’ing positions.

VAR is strictly a plug-in (it has 
no standalone mode) and is 
available for various formats. The 
Native version can be used in VST, 
Audio Units and RTAS formats, 
which means that it is compatible 
with the many software recording 
packages including Cubase, Logic 
and Pro Tools LE. There is also a 
version for TDM Pro Tools 
systems plus a version that runs on 
TC Electronics DSP systems – the 
Softube brand is actually 
distributed by TC in the UK.

The VAR software is available 
for download only and to run it 
you need a USB-connected iLok 
key to store your authorisation 
codes and act as a dongle. Softube 
offers authorisation codes for a 
10-day, free, try before you buy.

Sounds/In Use
After inserting VAR in a plug-in 
slot in your recording software 
you are faced with a cosy graphic 
interface showing one of the amps 
in a room. Dragging the mouse 
across the virtual backdrop takes 
you across the room to the next 
amp – alternatively,  you can 
choose a preset from a drop-down 
menu that accesses a specific amp. 
Each amp has its control panel at 
the top of the graphic with mouse-
adjustable knobs plus a virtual mic 
on a wheeled boom stand that can 
be grabbed with the mouse and 
moved. There are options to move 

the whole stand various distances 
from the speaker and to move the 
boom so that the microphone 
position varies from on-axis 
pointing directly at the centre of 
the speaker through various off-
axis angled positions.

The amps are named ‘White’, 
‘Brown’ and ‘Green’ which 
translates as Marshall stack, 
Fender combo and Vox AC30. 
Softube are not specific about the 
amps modelled but do give a sly 
nod to a JCM800 with a 1960A 
4 x 12 cab, a 1966 Fender Twin and 
a mid-sixties AC30/6 TB.

Softube’s stated philosophy is to 
“focus on quality and accuracy” so 
VAR must stand or fall on whether 
those two attributes are present in 
its sounds and to our ears it stays 
resoundingly upright. The tones 
here are among the best modelled 
amp sounds we’ve heard, with 
loads of tonal detail in the crucial 
midrange and a crisp high-end 
chime that can be converted to a 
lovely shimmer courtesy of the 
tremolo available in the Fender 
and Vox models. As the gain is 
cranked up, there’s an authentic 
raw edge to the overdriven 
sounds, which is responsive to 
guitar volume knob adjustments, 
cleaning up nicely when required.

The virtual mic’ing works 
extremely well – initiating the sort 
of tonal changes that would be 
apparent from moving a real mic 
around. Plenty of subtlety is 
available both tonally, and in 
adding ambience by moving the 
mic further into the room. 

However, while mentioning 
ambience it’s a disappointment 
that Softube didn’t see fit to add 
modelled spring reverb to the 
Fender model – part and parcel of 
the Fender sound we think – but 
it’s not a disaster as the sort of 
pro-users VAR is likely to appeal 
to should be able to add a spring 
reverb plug-in to the chain. 

Verdict
When involved in studio 
recording this reviewer has 
always had a Fender, Marshall 
and Vox on call so we can see 
exactly where Softube is coming 
from. The concept is a sound one 
and is well-executed – Vintage 
Amp Room is as uncluttered and 
straightforward as this sort of 
thing can get while, sound-wise, 
the emulations should hit the 
spot for anyone looking for 
utilitarian and authentic amp 
sounds in the three favourite 
flavours. For over £200, you 
might expect more features, but 
otherwise it’s excellent. 

Softube Vintage Amp 
Room Native €349/$429

Softube Vintage 
Amp Room Native

PRICE: €349/$429
TYPE: Software plug-in collection 
of three amps
FORMATS SUPPORTED: VST/AU/RTAS
COMPUTER SYSTEM 

REQUIREMENTS: Mac OS X (10.4 or 
higher), Windows XP or higher
Mac: Intel or PowerPC processor (G3 or 
higher), Windows: PIII or higher; 512 MB 
RAM, any VST, AudioUnits or RTAS 
compatible host application, iLok USB 
key and the latest Pace Interlok drivers
AMPS: White, Brown, Green. (Marshall, 
Fender, Vox)
CABINETS AND MICS: Each amp has its 
own cab and a single moveable mic
EFFECTS: None
PRESETS: 14 factory-preset sounds
OPTIONS: None
RANGE OPTIONS: PowerCore version: 
€399/$489, TDM/RTAS version: 
€649/$799)
TC Electronic 0045 8742 7000

www.tcelectronic.com 

www.softube.com 
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Three classic amps in plug-in form By Trevor Curwen
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